Introduction to enclosures and thermostats with enclosures of types Y0 to Y5
The housings are designed to protect electrical equipment located inside. This protecion must be considered in the electrical and environmental
angles.)
Sets Y0 to Y5 describe products with protecion classes which are diferent and intended for diferent applicaions. This introducion allows to
understand and deine the speciicaions for an applicaion.
For further informaion on the speciic protecion explosive atmospheres, see catalogs No. 4 and No. 2 for the resistance of plasics and elastomers
to temperature and UV

Symbol

The 4 electrical safety levels of electrical devices

Descripion
Equipment with only funcional insulaion but not binding to the metal masses. Banned in Europe.
Material with a funcional isolaion and earthing of metal masses.
These devices must be connected to earth

1

Equipment with dual insulaion of live parts (funcional isolaion and physical). No earthing of metal parts.
This ensures that no double insulaion accessible part may be subject to dangerous voltages even ater a irst insulaion fault
The advantage of this class of appliances is a higher protecion to the user regardless of the electrical sockets used (With or
without earth terminal).
These devices must not be connected to earth
Equipment class 2 transformer with a SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage).
This soluion ensures that no accessible part may be subject to dangerous voltages even ater a irst and a second insulaion
fault. The electrical insulaion of a device by a transformer located apart eliminates the risks of electrical ground return on a
user by accidental contact with an electric leakage. On the other hand, the low voltage SELV severely limits the current that
can pass through the human body in contact with two elements of the device under diferent potenials.
The advantage of this class of appliances is a higher protecion to the user regardless of the electrical sockets used (With or
without earth terminal).
These devices must not be connected to earth

2

3

IP protecion (Ingress protecion)

The IP raing deined by the IEC 60529 speciies the degree of protecion against ingress of solid bodies (irst digit) and against the ingress of water (second
digit). The third and fourth characters are opional and provide informaion on the level of protecion. The classiicaion is done by increasing eiciency. There
are 7 levels against solid (0: no protecion, 6 fully protected) and 9 levels against water (0: no protecion, 8: protected against immersion under pressure).
For example, “IP21” means protected against solid objects greater than 12.5 mm (eg a inger) and resistant to condensaion.

« X» use in the IP Coding

The leter X is used anywhere in the code when the protecion it repersents is meant to be avoided. There may be various reasons for choosing this
coding variant, such as markeing consideraions. Thus, e.g. an IPX7 raing for a consumer device speciies that the device has water protecion up
to limited immersion, but gives deliberately no informaion as to whether the device has any protecion against mechanical ingress or dust. Among
other common IP raings using the leter X, is IPX4. IP2X is frequently used on electrical items to specify the item must prevent from inger access to
live terminals i.e plug sockets are IP2X.
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Class
0

First digit (Solid paricle protecion)

The irst digit indicates the level of protecion that the enclosure provides against access to hazardous parts (e.g., electrical conductors, moving parts)
and the ingress of solid foreign objects
The irst digit of the IP marking is not required by EN 60335-1
IP1X
IP2X
IP3X
IP4X
IP5X
IP6X

First digit
0
1
2
3
4

Protecion type
Efecive
No protecion
No protecion against contact and ingress of objects
Protected against solid paricles Protected against any large surface of the body, such as the back of a hand, but no protecion against
>50 mm
deliberate contact with a smaller body part
Protected against solid paricles
Protected against ingers or similar objects
>12.5 mm
Protected against solid paricles
Protected against tools, thick wires, etc.
>2.5 mm
Protected against solid paricles
Protected against most wires, screws, etc.
>1 mm

5

Dust protected

Ingress of dust is not enirely prevented, but it must not enter in suicient quanity to interfere with
the saisfactory operaion of the equipment. Completely protected against contact.

6

Dust ight

Completely protected against ingress of dust. Completely protected against contact.
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Electrical protecion classes

There are two main types of electrical protecion, protecion against the risk of direct contact (funcional isolaion) and protecion against indirect contact
hazards.
The funcional isolaion is not suicient in case of electrical failure and it is necessary to add protecion against the risks of indirect contacts, which can be
achieved by the following means:
-The earthing of all metal parts
- Double or reinforced insulaion
- A low voltage supply via a transformer
The combinaion of these protecions determines the class of electrical protecion of the device.
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Second digit (Liquid ingress protecion)

The second digit indicates the level of protecion that the enclosure provides against harmful ingress of water.

Second digit
0
1
2
3
4

IPX2

Protecion type
Not protected

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

IPX4

Efecive protecion

Test descripion

Water equivalent to 1 mm rainfall per
Dripping water (verically falling drops) shall have no -minute.
harmful efect.
- Test duraion: 10 minutes
Verically dripping water shall have no harmful efect - Water equivalent to 3 mm rainfall per
Dripping water when ilted up to 15° when the enclosure is ilted at an angle up to 15° from minute.
- Test duraion: 10 minutes
its normal posiion.
- Water volume: 0.7 liters per minute
Water
falling
as
a
spray
at
any
angle
up
to
60°
from
the
Spraying water
- Pressure: 80-100 kPa
verical shall have no harmful efect.
- Test duraion: 5 minutes
Dripping water

Splashing water

IPX5

4

IPX3

Second digit

volume: 10 liters per minute
Water splashing against the enclosure from any direcion -- Water
Pressure: 80-100 kPa
shall have no harmful efect.
- Test duraion: 5 minutes

IPX7

IPX6

Protecion type

Efecive protecion

5

Water jets

Water projected by a 6.3 mm dia.nozzle against
enclosure from any direcion shall have no harmful
efects.

6

Powerful water jets

Water projected in powerful jets (12.5 mm nozzle)
against the enclosure from any direcion shall have no
harmful efects.

7

Immersion up to 1 m

8

Immersion beyond1 m

IPX8

Test descripion
- Water volume: 12.5 liters per minute
- Pressure: 30 kPa
- Distance: 3 m
- Test duraion: 3 minutes
- Water volume: 100 liters per minute
- Pressure: 100 kPa
- Distance: 3 m
- Test duraion: 3 minutes
- Immersion at depth of at least 1 m
measured at botom of device, and at
least 15 cm measured at top of device
- Test duraion: 30 minutes

Ingress of water in harmful quanity shall not be
possible when the enclosure is immersed in water
under deined condiions of pressure and ime (up to
1 m of submersion).
The equipment is suitable for coninuous immersion
in water under condiions which shall be speciied
by the manufacturer. Normally, this will mean that Test duraion: coninuous immersion
the equipment is hermeically sealed. However, with in water.
certain types of equipment, it can mean that water Depth is speciied by the manufacturer
can enter but only in such a way that it produces no
harmful efects.
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IPX1
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First addiional leter

IP69K (DIN 40050-9)

Descripion
Speciic ingress protecion raing for high-pressure, high-temperature washing applicaions.
Such enclosures must not only be dust ight (IP6X), but also able to withstand high-pressure
and steam cleaning.
Test descripion
- Water volume: 14-16L liters per minute
- Water temperature: 80°C
- Pressure: 8–10 Mpa (80–100 bar)
- Distance: 10 to 15cm from the tested device at angles of 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° for 30s each.
The test device sits on a turntable that rotates once every 12s

Examples of ingress protecion raings requested by standards and applicaions

An IP protecion raing may be required by speciic standards such as NF15100 (domesic electrical installaion rules), EN60335-xx (design rules for electrical
appliances) and machine-speciic standards. Hereater are the main speciicaions extracted from these standards.
Bath rooms,
These rooms are divided in 4 area volumes: 0,1,2,3. These volumes and installaion rules are described in the French standard
swimming pools and
NFC15100, Internaional standard Cenelec HD384 and European standard IEC 60364.
assimilated
Areas
0

1

2

3

Minimal IP requirements
All electric heaters are prohibited.
Other equipments:
Bathrooms: IPX7
Pools and similar: IPX8
All electric heaters are prohibited.
Other equipments:
Bathrooms: IPX4, but IPX5 if this volume can be subjected to water jets for cleaning in public baths.
Pools and similar: IPX5
Bathrooms: IP24 mini heaters are authorized
Other equipments: IPX3, but IPX5 if this volume can be subjected
to water jets for cleaning in public baths.
Indoors Pools: IP24 mini heaters authorized
Other equipments: IPX2, but IPX5 if this volume can be subjected
to water jets for cleaning.
Outdoors Pools: IPX5
Bathrooms: IP21 mini heaters are authorized
Other equipments: IPX1
Pools: Heaters authorized IP21 mini
Other equipments: IPX1, but IPX5 if this volume can be subjected
to water jets for cleaning.
Outdoors Pools: IPX5

Electrical protecion
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Second addiional leter

Further leters can be appended to provide addiional informaion related to the protecion of the device
Leter
Meaning
H
High voltage device
M
Device moving during water test
S
Device standing sill during water test
W
Weather condiions

SELV limited to 12V DC or 30V AC

SELV limited to 12V DC or 30V AC

- Class 2 devices
- Controls should not be accessible from the shower or bath.
- Heaters must not be powered by a wall mounted socket.
- Line must be protected by a 30 mA residual current circuit breaker
- Class 1 or Class 2 devices
- Heaters must not be powered by a wall mounted socket.
- Line must be protected by a 30 mA residual current circuit
breaker
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Addiional leters that can be appended to classify only the level of protecion against access to hazardous parts by persons
Leter
Protected against access to hazardous parts with
A
Back of hand
B
Fingers
C
Tools
D
Wires

Saunas
Electrical equipment must have an IP 24 minimum protecion raing
Under loor heaing
The heaing elements intended to be embedded in a concrete or other similar material must be IPX7
Electrical devices that are permanently The degree of protecion shall be at least IPX4.
outdoor
Generally clean, dry and free from harmful deposits of dust, but some condensate may be present due to
Residenial, Oices, Schools
atmospheric condiions. Minimum protecion is typically IP2X for dry condiions.
Generally dry and free from harmful deposits of dust, but some condensate may be present due to atmospheric
condiions.
Control rooms/ Sub-Staions
Where access is restricted to skilled or instructed persons, IP2X is the typical minimum requirement for dry
condiions.
These premises may not be clean, but normally dry and free from harmful deposits of dust.
Suitable minimum protecion:
- Where condensate is not present: IP2X
Commercial, Light Industrial
- Where condensate may be present: IP21.
- Equipment installed within range of ire sprinkler systems: IP22.
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Where luids may be present, e.g. lathes, millers etc., minimum protecion typically requested is IP54.
Consideraion should also be given to the corrosive properies of certain luids
These environments are not usually totally clean, with possible presence of corrosive elements and harmful
deposits of dust. Protecion to IP54 will be typically required, with special consideraion given to the corrosion
resising properies of the enclosure.
When explosion risks exist, enclosures and equipment should meet the speciicaions of these environments.
Will vary depending on the type of food being processed and the possible requirement for washing down.
Where ine powders are present, a minimum of IP53 should be used. This should be increased to IP54/65 if the
equipment needs to be washed or hosed down.
If the equipment should be washed with a jet of hot or cold water under high pressure, it is possible that the IP
65 raing is insuicient and that the IP69K is required
In these high-pressure, high-temperature wash-down applicaions, enclosures must not only be dust ight
(IP6X), but also able to withstand high-pressure and steam cleaning. The recommended protecion raing
is IP69K (DIN40050-9)
If subjected to exposure to any speciic weather condiion, an agreement between the User and Manufacturer is
necessary, with consideraion given to speciic tesing condiions, including the corrosion resising properies of
the enclosure, iings and cable glands

Machine control equipment
Heavy Industrial, Chemical.

Food Processing
Dump trucks, cement mixers, food
industry, car wash
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Weather proof equipment

IK : Mechanical impact resistance (EN62262)

This mechanical impact is ideniied by the energy needed to qualify a speciied resistance level, which is measured in joules (J). Protecion class impact
resistance was eventually given previously by the third digit of the IP raing. It was dropped during the 3rd ediion of IEC60529 (1978), and replaced by an
independent marking speciied by the EN62262 standard.
Although dropped from the 3rd ediion of IEC 60529 onwards, and not present in the current EN versions, older enclosure speciicaions will someimes
be seen with an opional third IP digit denoing impact resistance. Newer enclosures must be coded with an IK raing. However there is not an exact
correspondence of values between the old and new standards.

Obsolete IP third number for mechanical impact resistance

IP third digit
0
1
2
3
5
7
9

Impact energy (Joules)
Unprotected
0.225
0.375
0.5
2
6
20

Equivalent drop mass and height
No test
150 g dropped from 15 cm
250 g dropped from 15 cm
250 g dropped from 20 cm
500 g dropped from 40 cm
1.5 kg dropped from 40 cm
5.0 kg dropped from 40 cm

IK mechanical impact resistance values

IK number
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Impact energy (Joules)
Unprotected
0.15
0.2
0.35
0.5
0.7
1
2
5
10
20

Equivalent drop mass and height
No test
200 g dropped from 7.5 cm
200 g dropped from 10 cm
200 g dropped from 17.5 cm
200 g dropped from 25 cm
200 g dropped from 35 cm
500 g dropped from 20 cm
500 g dropped from 40 cm
1.7 kg dropped from 29.5 cm
5 kg dropped from 20 cm
5 kg dropped from 40 cm

Other classiicaions

NFC 15100 standard also refers to a “water drop” marking that household appliances and lighings can wear depending on their protecion raing. This
marking is diferent from the IP marking. Double marking, the water drops and the IP code, is not allowed because the tests are diferent.
Protected against Protected against Protected against
Protected against
Descripion
verical water
Protected against water jets
rainfall
splashing water
immersion up to 1 m
drops
IP equivalent

IPX1

IPX3

IPX4

IPX5

IPX7

Standard logo

NEMA (USA) raing equivalences with IP

The United States Naional Electrical Manufacturers Associaion (NEMA) also publishes protecion raings for enclosures similar to the IP raing system
published by the Internaional Electro-technical Commission (IEC). However, it also dictates other product features not addressed by IP codes, such as
corrosion resistance, gasket aging, and construcion pracices. Thus, while it is possible to map IP Codes to NEMA raings that saisfy or exceed the IP Code
criteria, it is not possible to map NEMA raings to IP codes, as the IP Code does not mandate the addiional requirements. The below table indicates the
minimum NEMA raing that saisies a given IP code, but can only be used in that way, not to map IP to NEMA.
North American enclosure raing systems are deined in NEMA 250, UL 50, UL 508, and CSA C22.2 N°. 94.
Equivalent IP Code
Min. NEMA Enclosure raing to saisfy IP Code.
IP20
NEMA-1
IP54
NEMA-3
IP66
NEMA-4, NEMA-4X
IP67
NEMA-6
IP68
NEMA-6P
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Introduction to enclosures and thermostats with enclosures of types Y0 to Y5
Corrosion resistance
Outdoor use of aluminum enclosures

The plasic enclosures and their weather resistance are treated in the catalog N ° 3. We will deal here with the corrosion resistance of aluminum housings and
accessories. The aluminum used in enclosures is available in two grades: ADC12 boxes for AC currents and 44,300 for lameproof enclosures. Both grades have
good resistance to corrosion inside and outside.
Si

Cu

Mg

Zn

Mn

Fe

Ni

Sn

Ti

Al

10.5-13.5

<0.10

-

<0.15

<0.55

<1

-

-

<0.15

remainder

9.6-12.0

1.5-3.5

<0.3

<1.0

<0.5

0.6-0.9

<0.5

<0.2

-

remainder
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Galvanic corrosion, also called Bimetallic Corrosion

Protecive housings may be subject to a special phenomenon which reduces their lifespan, up to the perforaion of the envelope or complete locking of the
closing screws. This is galvanic corrosion.
Although most standards specify that appropriate safeguards must be taken to avoid galvanic corrosion on aluminum boxes, none advocates any soluion or
imposes materials or precise composiions of alloys.
Galvanic (Bi-Metallic) corrosion is an electrochemical phenomenon that occurs when dissimilar metals are in contact in the presence of an electrolyte (e.g.
water, sea water). This will cause addiional corrosion that can occur with other phenomena and uncoupled metals, and its progression is usually much faster.
A diference of potenial appears between the two metals depending on both the metal and the soluion. Two metals or two diferent alloys in contact with
the same medium generally take two diferent potenials. If both metals are electrically connected, their diference of potenial generates electrochemical
reacions and an electric current low.
The most negaive metal (least noble) is posiively polarized and the most posiive metal is negaively biased. In the vast majority of cases, this coniguraion
is an increase of the corrosion rate of the corrodible metal most (most negaive), and a decrease in the rate of corrosion of the least corrodible metal (most
posiive).
Joint condiions necessary for the appearance of a galvanic corrosion couple.
Galvanic corrosion is a funcion of several diferent factors that need to be carefully evaluated when assessing the likelihood to have galvanic corrosion.
The simultaneous requirements for bi-metallic corrosion are as follows:
- An electrolyte bridging the two metals
- Electrical contact between the two metals.
- A diference in potenial between the metals to enable a signiicant galvanic current
- A sustained cathodic reacion on the most noble of the two metals.
NB: If the metals are dry, bimetallic (galvanic) corrosion cannot occur.
Electrolyte
The conducivity of electrolyte will also afect the degree of atack.
When the conducivity of the electrolyte is low, the corrosion is localized to the contact zones between the two metals.
When the conducivity of the electrolyte increases, the corroded surface increases.
Electrical contact between metals
If the electrical contact is prevented between the two metals by interposing an insulator (aluminum oxide, phosphaing, paint, oil, etc ...), the current does
not run and there is no corrosion
Electrical potenial diference between metals
The higher the value, the greater the electromoive force of the phenomenon. A diference of hundreds of millivolts is likely to result in galvanic corrosion, but
a 200-300mV diference is unlikely to be a problem.
The galvanic corrosion potenials of various metals and alloys are listed in a table which gives the metal electrical potenial values and are usually measured
with respect to the Standard Calomel Electrode (S.C.E.).
“Anodic” metals such as magnesium, zinc and aluminum are more easily corroded metals than “cathodic” ones (itanium, silver, gold).
Corrosion is proporional to the potenial diference between two metals.
The values to be considered are the potenials of the metals and alloys which form the couple with respect to the medium in quesion. These potenials are
experimental values and must be disinguished from the standard potenials of thermodynamic tables. Experimental potenials are strongly inluenced by
parameters such as temperature, agitaion and venilaion. In addiion, some metals can take two diferent potenials when in the same environmental
condiions according to whether they are acive or passive (case of stainless steels in contact with sea water, for example).
These consideraions show that it can be diicult to predict trends without the need for experimentaion, as many parameters are likely to reverse the
polarity of some galvanic couples.
Aggravaion or reducion factors
- Area raio of the two metals: the worst case is when a large cathode surface (the most posiive material) is electrically connected to a small anode surface
(metal most negaive). The corrosion rate of the most negaive metal can be muliplied by 100 or by 1000.
For instance, the assembly of a disc thermostat aluminum cup (dia 16mm) on a stainless steel tank will cause a quick corrosion of the cup if the necessary
joint condiions are fulilled.
On the other side, stainless steel screws closing an aluminum case will be much less subject to corrosion if the contact surfaces are minimized.
Resistance to corrosion of noble metals
- Regardless of its potenial, the corrosion resistance of the most noble metal signiicantly inluences the behavior of bimetallic couples. If the most noble
metal corrodes, its corrosion products may, by moion, accelerate the corrosion of the most corroding metal. For instance, copper, yet considered as a noble
metal and whose galvanic couple with aluminum is small, produces oxides that can corrode aluminum, which is a criical parameter in the design of earth
terminals on aluminum housings that accommodate copper conductors.
If the noble metal couple is not corroding (Gold, Plainum), it will not present a risk of galvanic corrosion regardless of the metal that will be associated.
Sacriicial metal coaings
By applying to the cathode a sacriicial coaing having a potenial similar to or near that of the anodic member, the galvanic corrosion is reduced.
Main design rules:
- The sacriicial element should be on the anodic side and smaller.
- Be careful to use fasteners that have intact coaings.
Examples:
- Cadmium plaing on steel fasteners holding 2024-T4 aluminum plates, will sacriice the cadmium instead of corroding the Aluminum. (Potenial diference
100 to 200mV)
- Zinc plaing on steel fasteners will sacriice the zinc instead of corroding the Aluminum (Potenial diference 100 to 200mV).
Do not use nickel plated on steel fasteners as the potenial diference (450mV) between nickel and alminum is too high and will corrode aluminum.
Note: The current trend is the search for an alternaive to cadmium because of its toxicity, and its prohibiion by the RoHS European Direcive
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Chemical composiion
Material and standards
EN AC 44300
DIN 1706 AlSi12(Fe)
ADC12 (JIS H5302:2000)
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Some special cases of bimetallic electrochemical couples

Corrosion risks with galvanized steel and stainless steel in contact
Galvanized steel in contact with stainless steel is not normally considered to be a serious corrosion risk, except possibly in severe (marine type) environments.
In these situaions, precauions such as insulaing barriers are usually considered adequate to avoid bimetallic corrosion in most pracical situaions.
Galvanic corrosion between stainless steel and aluminum
The corrosion potenials of the stainless steels are “cathodics” and located in the “noble” area. The corrosion potenials of aluminum are “Anodic” and located
in the “non-noble” area, with a large potenial diference. This means that there will be no galvanic corrosion on stainless steel when placed in contact with
aluminum while aluminum will corrode.
Although aluminum is anodic to stainless steel, large relaive surface areas of aluminum to stainless steel can be acceptable, depending on local condiions.
Stainless steel fasteners in aluminum plates or sheets are normally considered safe, whereas aluminum rivets or bolts holding stainless steel parts together is
an unwise combinaion, as there is a pracical risk of corrosion.
Even with no insulaion between the metals, there should be litle risk of corrosion, in coninental weather condiions.
In contrast, in a marine environment, severe localized piing corrosion to the aluminum treads has been observed where un-insulated stainless steel bolts
were used to secure the treads in place.
On the same ladder however, bolts with sound insulaing washers did not show any piing on the surrounding aluminum.
Mechanical methods of reducing galvanic corrosion between aluminum and stainless steel
- Isolaing the two materials by means of an electrical insulaing material, like plasic, wherever pracical
- Avoid relaively small areas of the less noble metal (Aluminum) and large areas of the more noble metal (Stainless steel).
- The same metal or more noble (Cathodic, higher number in the table) metals should be used for small fasteners and bolts.
- Avoid crevices in stainless steel: In the presence of crevices stainless steels may feature less noble potenials due to oxygen depleion within the crevice.
Therefore, coupling a relaively large aluminum area with a small creviced area of a stainless steel part may result in rapid atack of the material within the
crevice leading to stainless steel corrosion.
- Exclude electrolyte from around the bimetallic juncion e.g by paining. Paint both metals where possible: if impracical paint the most noble metal
- Seal: insure that faying surfaces are water-ight.
- Apply corrosion-inhibiing pastes or compounds under screw heads or bolts inserted into dissimilar metal surfaces whether or not the fasteners have been
previously plated or otherwise treated.
- In some instances, it may be feasible to apply an organic coaing to the faying surfaces prior to assembly. This would be applicable to joints which are not
required to be electrically conducive.
- Where pracicable or where it will not interfere with the proposed use of the assembly, the external joint should be coated externally with an efecive paint
system.
- Avoid threaded joints for materials far apart in the galvanic series
Galvanic couple limitaion by aluminum and stainless steel protecion with chemical conversion surface treatments
Steel and Stainless steel phosphate coaing
The phosphate coaing is a conversion process used to form layers obtained by a reacion of the substrate with a selected medium. It is paricularly applied to
carbon steels and stainless steels. In the case of steel parts, phosphate coaing is used primarily to enhance the adhesion of paints.
We disinguish between thin layers of phosphates (0.2-0.8 g/m²) mainly composed of iron phosphates, phosphate layers of average thickness (1.5-4 g/m²)
containing zinc phosphate, and heavy phosphate layers (7-30 g/m²).
The later, consising of iron, zinc and manganese phosphates, can be used as anicorrosive coaing, even in the absence of paint.
In the case of aluminum-stainless steel assemblies, thick and medium phosphate coaing on steel parts is recommended.
However, the ideal is to treat the two structures by phosphate coaing, separately since the processes are diferent for aluminum and steel.
Aluminum phosphate coaing
Aluminum phosphaing has taken an important place in surface treatments due to the combined use of this metal with steel in the automoive industry. The
metal is immersed in a soluion of phosphoric acid in which it corrodes.
In the atack of aluminum, the hydrogen is released, causing a local increase of pH and thus the deposiion of sparingly soluble triphosphates. Other ions can
be added to baths, Zn but also Mn and Ni. The layers obtained, unlike phosphochromate layers that are amorphous, are formed of small crystals of Zn
phosphate (Mn Ni). Germinaion of these crystals is facilitated by immersing the metal in a soluion of colloidal itanium phosphate.
Aluminum Anodizaion
Anodizing consists in strengthening the natural oxide ilm by anodic oxidaion. The thick anodizing provides a good galvanic insulaion
Joining metals by non-metallic materials
To be suitable for joining to metals, non-metallic materials must be:
- free of corrosive agents (salts)
- free of acid or alkaline materials (neutral pH)
- free of carbon or metallic paricles,
- Must not be subject to bio-deterioraion
- must not support fungal growth
- Must not absorb or wick water
Do not use: non-metallic materials that will iniiate corrosion of metals to which they are joined, e.g., cellulosic reinforced plasics, carbon or metal loaded
resin materials, asbestos-cement composites.
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Electrochemical couples between aluminum alloys
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Other limitaions in the use of aluminum alloys
To avoid igniion hazards due to impact or fricion, standards for explosion-proof equipment (IEC 60079-0) restrict the use of aluminum.
Enclosures for group I:
The total weight of aluminum + magnesium + itanium should not exceed 15% of the total weight (or 6% of the total weight of magnesium + itanium alloys
having no aluminum), which eliminates, for that group, most alloys containing aluminum
Enclosures for Group II:
- For zone 0: the total weight of aluminum + magnesium + itanium + zirconium should not exceed 10% of the total weight (or 7.5% of the total weight of
magnesium + itanium + zirconium alloys for not containing aluminum ), which eliminates, for this group and this zone most alloys containing aluminum
For zone 1: the weight of magnesium should not exceed 7.5% of the total weight
For zone 2: no speciicaions

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

Unless exceptionally specified by this logo

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

(Names highlighted in yellow or blue) and other base metals, in a 2% saline soluion.
There is no appearance of signiicant corrosion when the galvanic couple value is less than 300mV
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